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ing the site make the creation of this wetland especially
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A wetland preserve which will establish a sanctuary for birds including Sandhill
Wildlife
Cranes will be created next to the South River in Panola Mountain State Conservation
Resources.
Park in Rockdale County.
The Parks
Division will match the gift with $55,000 making a total
of $110,000 available to create the wetland wildlife preThe Georgia Department of Natural
serve.
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Conservation Service (NRCS) is designing a constructed
wetland to impound 8-10 acres of shallow water within
Jones Environmental Services, Inc.,
the 30-acre project site.
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flocks of migrating birds in the fall.
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The wetland design will allow water levels to be manHeritage Alliance have joined efforts to
aged to flood the food plots in the winter to complement
natural bird migration and provide habitat for winter
make a Bird Sanctuary in Rockdale
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County a reality.
The proximity to the South River, 70 acres of upland
meadow and borders of mixed hardwood forest surround-
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